Kaltura Video Editing Tools Release
Notes and Changelog
We recommend to subscribe!
Click on the Subscribe button on the release notes category and be notified about new Kaltura
releases.

Kaltura Video Editing Tools Version Release Date Player version KMS version

2.28.11

1 April, 2019

2.75

2.25.2

8 July, 2018

2.70(player v2) 5.74.30

Details

2.22.2

12 Feb, 2018

2.63 (player v2) 5.69.14

Details

2.21.0

15 Jan, 2018

2.63 (player v2) 5.68.13

Details

2.11.0

24 Oct 2017

2.63.rc1

Details

V 2.28.11

What's New
KEA – Hotspots tab:

5.84

5.65.101

Details

Create clickable hotspots on top of the player, set the appearance time and duration.

Set the hotspot position
Set the hotspot size
Set the hotspot color, font, roundness
Add links per hotspot
Known Issues:
KEA and Player plugin - Hotspots are not supported on entry types other than Video type
(i.e. Quiz entry / Webcast entry / Audio). KEA HS tab is still available.
Player plugin - Font / Roundness don’t maintain relative size when played in full screen / on
Mobile
KEA hotspots tab - No Volume control
KEA hotspots tab – Not accessible via KMC yet
KEA hotspots (Editor) ia unavailable on web on mobile devices
Hotspots are not supported in KMS GO native mobile app - roadmap feature
Hotspots are not supported on iOS browsers - roadmap feature
Supported Browsers

OS

Browser Name

Browser Version

Windows

Internet Explorer

10, 11

Windows

Edge, Firefox, Chrome Latest

Macintosh Safari

Latest

Tested Devices
Dimentions Device

OS

Browser

2048
x 1536 Samsung
6.x Chrome
Dimentions
Device Galaxy Tab S2 Android
OS
Browser

2048 x 1536 iPad pro 9.7’

iOS 11

Safari

2048 x 1536 iPad air 2 9.4’’

iOS 10

Safari

2048 x 1536 iPad mini 4

iOS 9

Safari

2560×1800

Google Pixel C

Chrome

Limitations

Hotspots are not supported on iPhones.

Player controllers such as Captions, Quality etc. are not available
in the Hotspots tab (Player preview)

V 2.25.2

What's New
Editor now supports chopping and splicing parts of the media
Fade In and Fade out effect, with customized effect duration
New Real Time Marker, with Quick Action and Time Code
Split, Set In point, and Set Out point - New Quick Actions added to the real time marker
Improved Tablet support
Accessibility improvements and tooltip support
Supported Browsers

OS

Browser Name

Browser Version

Windows

Internet Explorer

10, 11

Windows

Edge, Firefox, Chrome Latest

Macintosh Safari

Latest

Tested Devices
Dimentions Device

OS

Browser

2048 x 1536 Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 Android 6.x Chrome

2048 x 1536 iPad pro 9.7’

iOS 11

Safari

2048 x 1536 iPad air 2 9.4’’

iOS 10

Safari

2048 x 1536 iPad mini 4

iOS 9

Safari

2560×1800

Google Pixel C

Chrome

Limitations

KMS-17586

The final entry's duration can be different than the Editor's
duration if many parts were chopped off.

KMS-17538

Tooltips are not available for disabled buttons.

KMS-17881

When the Webm flavor is configured, saving a an entry may take
long.

KMS-17714

Poll questions do not appear on the Editor's Player.

KMS-17707

Accessibility - Narrator will not read buttons that are disabled.

V 2.22.2

What's New
In the Edit Tab, the heads-up message when opening a Media with REACH captions,has been
revised.
In the Edit Tab, the Save and Save As messages have been revised and the warning message
for media containing REACH captions is more intuitive.
In the Edit Tab, the Save button is now disabled when no changes were made.
Improved Save As UX.

Resolved Issues
KMS-16744

Improved the Heads up warning about editing REACH-captioned
media.

KMS-16740

The text in the warning in the Save dialog box regarding REACHcaptioned media has been revised,

KMS-16743

In The Save As dialouge box, we added a label above the field:
"Enter a title for the new media". .
The Title suggestion is now left for a user to edit, rather than
removed once clicked.

KMS-16741

Simplified and clarified the Save message.

KMS-16739

Saving is now disabled as long as no changes were made to
media.

V 2.21.0
< /p>

Supported Browsers

Windows

Chrome

FireFox

Safari

Edge (Latest) Latest (61.0.3163.100) 56.0.1 (Latest) 11

IE11

IE10

Tested Devices
Dimentions Device

OS

Browser

2048 x 1536 Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 Android 6.x Chrome
2048 x 1536 iPad pro 9.7’

iOS 11

Safari

2048 x 1536 iPad air 2 9.4’’

iOS 10

Safari

2048 x 1536 iPad mini 4

iOS 9

Safari

2560×1800

Google Pixel C

Chrome

KAF Integration
KAF Name
Blackbaord
Canvas
Moodle
Sakai 10.x
D2L

What's New
KAF Support
Tablet Support - Both orientation and landscape views are supported
Multi -stream UI Support - Timeline supports the visual representation of each stream that
may exist in the media, and can be switched using the Stream Selector button.
Multi-audio track Support -Timeline supports the visual representation of each Audio stream
that may exist in the media, and can be switched using the Audio Selector button.

Resolved Issues
KMS-15603

KAF UI is supported In this release.

KMS-15737

There is no longer a redundant 'Welcome' text in the Welcome
Message default content.

KMS-15406

Questions or an Answers in a Quiz that are longer than 2 lines,
now display properly.

KMS-15341

When creating/editing quiz Questions or Answers with long texts
in the fields, it is now possible to place the mouse cursor at the
end of the long strings.

KMS-16263

Cielo Captions Support - Media with Cielo captions will be
trimmed and clipped, captions will be trimmed and clipped along
with it. On the resulting media, the Cielo captions cannot be
edited again using the Cielo captions editor, nor will the
Transcript Widget (if existed) display.

KMS-15809

For Quizzes that were already submitted, the following will not be
allowed:
1. Trimming - No "Save" button.
2. Deletion of questions/answers.
3. Changes to questions and answers text.
4. Changes to the oreder of the answers.
5. Adding new questions.

KMS-16087

Clipping a quiz in its entire original length, will function as
"duplicating" a quiz

Limitations
KMS-16135

Multiple questions may be added to the same point on a quiz,
however only the first question added will be answerable.

KMS-16056

The ESC button does not function as a shortcut to close the
Preview Player display.

KMS-15729

In a Quiz for a YouTube entrym the, the marker may jump over
some question icons.

KMS-15633

When the Questionnaire list is downloaded there may be an
encoding issue Russian text.

KMS-15616

Webcast Quiz/Video- Polls not Displayed for Webcast event (VOD)

KMS-15430

When Zoomed-out, Timeline Picker Still in previouse Thumbnail
While Video Is Already in The Next Thumbnail

Open Issues

KMS-

Edge only: In the question and answers field, the cursor is not in the center, it is left

16685

aligned.

KMS16683

The text 'Created from.." is absent for co-editors.

KMS-

There is no tooltip for the Save button when opening the submitted quiz in the editing

16676

tools.

KMS-

The Save button in the Editor Tab is disabled for a Co-editor working on a Quiz, created

16675

by its owner.

KMS16669

KMS16668

KMS-

In the Quiz tab, the thumbnail in the time line bar may disappear.

Moodle: There may be UI issues in in the KEA Quiz and Editor tabs

It is possible to fill in answer and question fields with several lines of text with

16667

KMS16663

SHIFT+ENTER and no scrolling.

The Preview player should be running with Space bar.

KMS-

Samsung tablet: The Preview in Editor shows the entire duration, and not the selected

16661

range.

KMS16651

Questions may be saved with only spaces entered into the fields.

KMS-

YouTube entries: When the Quiz icon is clicked with a mouse, the question may not

16609

open.

KMS-

Cielo24: Captions are not added for a quiz entry, while json file created - same as

16604

always on quiz

KMS16592

Add tool tips to the icons.

KMS-

IE 11: When Forward control is clicked, the video jumps to the end and the endless

16591

spinner displayed.

KMS16452

KMS16433

Sakai: The vertical scroll bar in both editor tabs may cause UI issues to the timeline.

Scroll bar UI make it barely seen and hard to grab.

KMS16346

KMS16343

KMS16342

KMS16341

KMS16240

KMS16147

KMS16146

The Enter button does not move cursor to text area of box 'Save a copy'.

Editor tab accessiblity: TAB ignores some buttons and elements.

Quiz tab: Review/Submit buttons are not clicked with Enter.

Quiz: If using the TABm some elements in the Quiz tab may be ignored.

Moodle: KEA should be scrolled to have the whole KEA in focus

The app may hang when the Player is maximized.

The UI of the time field in an Ipad air tablet: the upper border is light grey.

KMS-

In the Preview player, the distance between the last answer and Skip button may be

16127

too small.

V2.11.0
Supported Browsers

OS

Browser Name

Browser version

Windows

Internet Explorer 10

11

Edge

Latest

Firefox

Chrome

Macintosh Safari

Kaltura Video Editing Tools are currently supported on Kaltura MediaSpace only.
Future: Support on KAF
Future: Support on Tablets

What's New
Kaltura Video Editing Tools are replacing the existing Clip and Trim functionalities in KMS.
The key features include:
Clipping
Trimming
Quiz Creation
Kaltura Video Editing Tools are a standalone HTML browser based tool and no installation is
required.
Flash - Free

Designed for Accessibility
Customizable
Localized
Improved User Experience
Unified Layout
Caption Support
Multi Stream Support
Multi Audio Support
On-Prem Support
VPaaS Support

Known Issues
KMS-15680

Kaltura Video Editing Tools are available for a Webcast Events
that have not yet been processed as VOD Media. As a result, the
Kaltura Video Editing Tools are not displayed properly and the
editing results may be erroneous.

Limitations

KMS-15737

There is a redundant 'Welcome' text in the Welcome Message
default content.

KMS-15675

After a quiz is clipped, the new clipped entry references the
original video as "created from", instead of the quiz it was
created from.

KMS-15406

If a Question or an Answer in a Quiz is longer than 2 lines, it may
not display properly.

KMS-15341

When creating/editing a quiz Question or Answers with long texts
in the fields, it is impossible to place the mouse cursor at the end
of the long strings.

KMS-15603

KAF UI is not supported In this release.

